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August 2022 SARCC Newsletter. (  is a live link to the RWGPS route) 

RWGPS Events calendar (https://ridewithgps.com/organizations/8122-sarcc/events) please link,  
Consider other club members: If you have COVID or FLU symptoms or might be infectious, please, don’t attend SARCC rides or events  

Subscriptions to 30 June 2023 are $20 Pay to: SARCC Everyday Account, Westpac, BSB 035 048 Act 301670. advise sarccexec@gmail.com  
SARCC, recommend you check the web prior to attending any ride or event - rides, tours and events are correct at time of Print only 

SARCC promote, create a RideWithGPS route, then   Share  a link to a RideWithGPS route by email to: sarccrwgps@gmail.com 

Sunday Rides:  
August 14th 2022  Memorial Ride to Jilden, Kanmantoo. Meet at 10am Main street near toilets in Hutton Reserve, Kanmantoo. > 
through the hills and dales. Late lunch at Callington. BYO food and drink. Return via bitumen or extra gravel road. 40 - 45km. Richard  
August 28th 2022 Meet at 10am Victoria Square. Ride through Southern Parklands to Goodwood and on to Darlington with a return 
along the Sturt Creek and Western Bike Way with a few deviations along the way. This ride is mainly on Bikeways and minor roads. 
Coffee near the end of the ride, either at Bonython Park or Launders Cafe. Approximately 40 km. BYO lunch. Carolyn W 0427 797 476 
Thursday Rural Rides Thursday rides are regularly 20+ riders; in hill topography that creates a challenge. To compensate each ride will have a 2nd leader so we 

can split into 2 comfortable groups if needed. - Sharon Moyle Thursday Ride Organiser 

Aug 4th    David 0413 390 371 10 a.m. Echunga Oval    Some unsealed   
Aug 11th   John G 0435 602 392 10 a.m. Woodside Pool car park Some unsealed roads  

Aug 18th    David 0413 390 371 10 a.m. Woodside Pool car park Some unsealed roads  

Aug 25th   Di  0424 957 532 10 a.m. Woodside Pool car park Some unsealed roads  

PERFECT Ride Sunday, August 14th 10am Meet at Hutton Reserve  refer Combined with Sunday ride above  

SPECIAL Events Adelaide to Angaston and return, Thurs11 August back Friday  check the route out it is 98km, or 200km in 2days. 
With the rail available you can reduce the ride to 88km Barossa Only. We start at 9am at the Torrens Weir Thursday. Bring a tent or 
book a unit at Nuriootpa - Eric has 3 beds left in his cabin at Nuriootpa @$40ea 0402 356 796 
P.L.E.B.S. Please link to web site to understand the concept or contact Peter Harrison 0448 364 138 
TOURS: 
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NEW ZEALAND TOUR 2023 The committee advise we have closed our books on accepting participants, 27 people have paid deposits. 
1. A meeting will be held from 7:30-9:30pm on Thursday 4th. August 2022 @ Clarence Park Community Centre. 
2. Participants that have arranged to hire bicycles should confirm with their hirer the new dates for hire which are February 14th to 

March 1st. One hirer Chill Explore advised that not all hirers had made this confirmation. Recent registered participants should 
ensure they have arranged their bookings and made deposit payments. This is important as E-bike bicycle hire stocks are low. 

3. Thank you to everyone for completing the Logistics questionnaires but we are still awaiting responses to the Expressions of 
interest in a Jersey ( 8 responses so far) and the Drivers licence information from the volunteer drivers.  
There will be a meeting at 6pm on February 13th at the Christchurch Top 10 Holiday Park please ensure you arrive before this 
time. Accommodation is booked for everyone at the Christchurch Top 10 Holiday Park for February 13th. 

  Fleurieu Cycling Tour 19th September 2022 Retire Active Cycling invite to SARCC: Itinerary: Day ① Train to Seaford then cycle to 

Normanville. (53km, +670m) Day ② Normanville - Victor Harbor - Goolwa. (68km, +460m) Day ③ Goolwa - Milang - Strathalbyn. 
(50km, +271m) Day ④ Strathalbyn - Mylor - Crafers. (49km, +1,000m). Freeway bike-path to Adelaide. The concept is to minimise the 
equipment to be carried on the bikes by staying in Caravan Park or Bed and Breakfast type accommodation in towns with suitable 
evening meal facilities, and with the ability to source lunch and required provisions. And to avoid major roads where possible.  
There are a few places left offered on ‘first come’ basis. If interested contact Roger 0407720357 rogerpolkinghorne@gmail.com  

High Country Tour 12th to 26th Nov 2022. Expressions of interest to ride a minibus & trailer tour of High-Country. I need 
assistance to resolve accommodation, routes, transport Please, call Eric 0402 356 796 or email eric@outlook.com.au. Your 
recommendations for rides and accommodation will be welcome. Outline needs organisers: Thredbo to Jindabyne 42km, Kosciuszko 
to Jindabyne 50km, Deadhorse Gap to Colac Colac 105km, via High Country Trail to Wodonga 72km, up to Beechworth 51km, to Bright 
66km, Bright to Buffalo or Milawa 64km, Minibus to Mansfield to Mt Buller & down Delatite Trail 50km, Mansfield & Great Victorian 
Rail Trail to Tallarook 120km, OKeefe Trail through Bendigo 50km - 12 rides 875km, 13nights 

 

 

 

Goldfields Bicycle Tour from the 16th of October to the 30th of October 2022 inclusive. 
Ros, Allison and Robyn have resumed the arranging of this long-awaited trip which was deferred from last year due to Covid. We 
currently have 39 definite participants and 5 others interested so it is going to be BIG! Due to the numbers, we are planning to have 
three rides offered each day if possible and this relies on many volunteer leaders to step forward. We have been pleased by the offers 
so far but if you feel you would like to lead a ride please contact Ros, Robyn or Allison. All the basic routes will be on Ride With 
GPS(RWGPS) in the SARCC Club subscription of RWGPS so once you have that you should be able to download and follow it on your 
phone or device (Garmin) to navigate. If a leader wants to modify a route to be more challenging this could be accommodated for, so 
long as the ride expectations are explained. On Wednesday the 19th of October the only ride we have planned at this stage is an out 
and back to Maldon along the rail trail so that there is a chance to return on the historic Maldon Steam train with your bike. If you are 
intending to return on the train ring the Victorian Goldfields Railway on 03 54706658.  
Inform them you are travelling one way and have a bike to transport. Mention that you are  
with SARCC and every attempt will be made to seat SARCC members in the same carriage.  
The train leaves Maldon at 2.45pm and only runs on Wednesdays.  
  Those who are not interested in the train may choose to do one of the other rides. 

 
 
 

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fridewithgps.com%2Forganizations%2F8122-sarcc%2Fevents&data=05%7C01%7C%7C1c1964236b0646db4a8a08da70a05846%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637946131249518377%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=fx6wU5WMFCWoHrTNPxxJ0CIResWDyYf1v%2BlOnlIUq%2FU%3D&reserved=0
mailto:sarccexec@gmail.com
https://sarcc.wordpress.com/sunday-rides/
https://www.google.com.au/maps/place/Hutton+Reserve/@-35.0709789,139.0112728,563m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x6ab73e6852eb3b9d:0x4ff3f4608eea126c!8m2!3d-35.0709833!4d139.0134615
https://sarcc.org.au/thursday-rural-rides/
mailto:smoy2325@bigpond.net.au
https://d.docs.live.net/0fce65d9043a4ee9/Pictures/Documents/SARCC%20Newsletters/0407%20855%20220
https://www.google.com.au/maps/dir/-35.0962099,138.7924557/-35.0964156,138.7918248/@-35.0980571,138.7881985,1126m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m2!4m1!3e0
https://www.google.com.au/maps/place/Woodside+Pool,+Woodside+SA+5244/@-34.9540836,138.8740784,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x6ab7480138883f43:0x270c04d7b9c2344d!8m2!3d-34.9541172!4d138.8762612
https://www.google.com.au/maps/place/Woodside+Pool,+Woodside+SA+5244/@-34.9540836,138.8740784,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x6ab7480138883f43:0x270c04d7b9c2344d!8m2!3d-34.9541172!4d138.8762612
https://www.google.com.au/maps/place/Woodside+Pool,+Woodside+SA+5244/@-34.9540836,138.8740784,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x6ab7480138883f43:0x270c04d7b9c2344d!8m2!3d-34.9541172!4d138.8762612
https://sarcc.org.au/perfect-rides/
https://www.google.com.au/maps/place/Hutton+Reserve/@-35.0709789,139.0112728,563m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x6ab73e6852eb3b9d:0x4ff3f4608eea126c!8m2!3d-35.0709833!4d139.0134615
https://sarcc.org.au/special-events/
https://sarcc.org.au/plebs/
https://sarcc.org.au/plebs/
https://sarcc.org.au/tours-2/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nN0i1oqHBAq8iHShIVUfCTQGSy0Rbsk7/view?usp=sharing
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgoo.gl%2Fmaps%2Fu1RSJbK3EgBUeats5&data=05%7C01%7C%7C532ad914c0b649a9424308da53fa2973%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637914631172831073%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=O2qendfRA0jREb7OD6D7I8xSjRHUHVO%2FDjy9a8eygAQ%3D&reserved=0
https://sarcc.files.wordpress.com/2022/06/fleurieu-cycling-tour-proposal.pdf
mailto:rogerpolkinghorne@gmail.com
mailto:eric@outlook.com.au
https://ridewithgps.com/events/184172-david-s-echunga-meadows-and-prospect-hil
https://ridewithgps.com/routes/40290382?privacy_code=etx7dt3rHc6mFNjC
https://ridewithgps.com/events/184172-david-s-echunga-meadows-and-prospect-hil
https://ridewithgps.com/routes/40290382?privacy_code=etx7dt3rHc6mFNjC
https://ridewithgps.com/routes/39952825?privacy_code=dcdsIouMgiaueeku
http://www.vgr.com.au/fares.php
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SARCC Club Meeting at Clarence Park Community Centre, Clarence Room Corner 
East Avenue and Canterbury Tce. Train station opposite. 

On-site parking 72 East Avenue, Black Forest 

8.00 pm. 25th August 2022. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

The SARCC Executive committee has arranged to have the Surf Life Saving Association provide members with  a 
short first aid course aimed as much as possible to our needs as recreational cyclists. 

The 2-hour non-certificated course will cost members $10 each and is to be held at the Clarence Park 

Community Centre, on Thursday the 25th of August commencing at 8pm sharp and finishing at 10pm. 

Topics to be covered include CPR, Bleeding, Fractures, spinal injuries, concussion, stroke and heart attacks. 

 

We would love as many of our members to come as possible and encourage those interested to get in early and 
pay the $10 into the SARCC club account with an email to sarccexec@gmail.com 

BSB number: 035 048, Account number: 301670  

PLEASE state your name and “First Aid” to differentiate from monies being paid for subs which are due now. 

In fairness to the presenter, we need to know how many people are coming at least a week before the event. 

This course is an opportunity to brush up your skills so we can be more prepared and confident should one of 
us take a tumble on a ride. 

PLEASE COME. 

 

  
 
 

Video entertainment and education: 
•  Inka avalanche 2022 ! Start in LAST position to finish 1ST What a Challenge | Kilian BRON 48minute of downhill racing watch on big screen for effect 

• Cycling For Half An Hour Every Day Will Do This To Your Body - YouTube 1. Improves Mood 2. Weight loss without extreme diets 3. Improves heart health 4. Releases anxiety 

& stress 5. slows aging 6. Enhances muscles 7. Increases flexibility 8. Boosts confidence 9. It easy on joints 10. Improves brain power 11. Reduces cancer risk 12. Helps sleep 13. Boosts 

immune system 14. Gives longer life 15. Better Balanced & Coordination 16. Reduces back pain… great but some of the video examples are not wearing Helmets. 

• 23 Mind Blowing Touring & Bikepacking Bike!  interesting information particularly touring and bikepacking (including Australian designer bike saddles)  

• Nitecore TINI2 Review & Overview with Runtime Data If you need a miniature keychain flashlight this is one not to miss – not cheap but it really beams great light. 

• Bafang’s New Automatic 3-Speed Transmission Looks To Simplify E-Bikes A new automation to make eBike commuting even easier with Belt drives. 

• Are New Road Bikes Really Better Than Old Ones? Focuses on two road bikes 10 years apart – fatter tyres, Disc brakes and aero-carbon do make a difference 

• Gravel bike geometry 101: How trail, stack and reach affect fit and handling Technical detail simplified 

• I fell off a cliff (30m/100ft) with my touring bike // CyclingAbout The Americas Extreme bike packing/touring 

• Why You Should Be Excited About This Battery Breakthrough From Sweden!  Envisage the carbon fibre bicycle frame is the battery albeit energy density needs to improve. If 
the current prediction of 75 Wh/Kg is achieved a frame of 5kg will give us 375 Wh. 

 
 
 

 

https://sarcc.org.au/club-meetings/
mailto:sarccexec@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdtkaLxc464
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksJFLPDG22o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wn4YY5ablWk&t=12s
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=nitecore+tini+2+review&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dnitecore%2btini%2b2%2breview%26FORM%3dHDRSC4&view=detail&mid=3DDDA127BDA08AA9FCFB3DDDA127BDA08AA9FCFB&rvsmid=917CAD18C0EEC5CFFD2E917CAD18C0EEC5CFFD2E&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/other/bafang-s-new-automatic-3-speed-transmission-looks-to-simplify-e-bikes/ar-AAZasqW?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=584b0630dd624de79395e65814cc7af9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xs7tJmc0ffA
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=gravel+bikes+geometry++explained&&view=detail&mid=55025DB7AC21ECDEAE2B55025DB7AC21ECDEAE2B&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dgravel%2520bikes%2520geometry%2520%2520explained%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVR%26%3D%2525eManage%2520Your%2520Search%2520History%2525E%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dgravel%2520bikes%2520geometry%2520explained%26sc%3D1-31%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D7FEA10FFC50B4BACA8DE4407BA1371B2%26ghsh%3D0%26ghacc%3D0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHssGSUQ42s
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=structural+battery&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dstructural%2520battery%26qs%3dn%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dstructural%2520battery%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d640B2CA12C584C20B79D984CADBA1E9C%26ghsh%3d0%26ghacc%3d0%26ghpl%3d%26FORM%3dVDVVXX&view=detail&mid=9594A91818C763576B319594A91818C763576B31&rvsmid=D925DA043B8F41CC28FDD925DA043B8F41CC28FD&FORM=VDQVAP
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Just in case you thought your Editor had forgotten we are a Bicycle Club: 
The Bicycle: When we invented the bicycle, we reached the peak of our attainments for human transport. We created a 
machine of precision, simplicity, and balance for the convenience of mankind. The more we use it, the fitter our bodies become…  
Real progress stalled after we invented the bicycle - in our quest for supremacy we began to abuse our only planet’s resources 
and modify its environment. There are even those who dispute the claim that the bicycle is the ultimate 98% efficiency machine 
preferring to favour the aerofoiled yacht as now the champion. I still favour the land-based bicycle as the most civilised, 
efficient conveyance known. Only the bicycle remains pure at heart.  
Bicycles are incredibly efficient but are not when they are human powered. Humans are not efficient when used as an energy 
source. A 75kg human covering a distance of 22km at 16km/h will burn 771 Wh of energy. (Energy consumption during cycling). A 
bicycle equipped with a 241 Wh battery can transport a 75kg human over a distance of 22km on a single charge. It costs a few 
cents to fully charge a depleted battery. A few cents worth of food will not get a human very far. (Electrical energy created by 
solar cells that need precious minerals to construct are not environmentally friendly.) By adding a battery powered electric 
motor to a bicycle have we improved the champion human transporter? The Jury is still deciding!  
The Law relating to Bicycles and eBicycles 
Surprisingly for a simple machine called a bicycle there are pages of complex law devised. A bicycle is classified in the Australian Road 
Rules as being any two or more wheeled vehicle that is built to be propelled by human power through a belt, chain or gears (whether 
or not it has an auxiliary motor) and includes a pedicab, penny-farthing, tricycle and a Pedalec. The definition does not include a 
wheelchair, wheeled recreational device (such as a kick scooter, skateboard or roller blades etc), wheeled toy, or any vehicle with an 
auxiliary motor capable of generating a power output over 200W (whether or not the motor is operating) 
Bicycles with Motors: 
FOSSIL FUEL POWERED: As from the 15 December 2016 internal combustion engines that are fitted to bicycles are not permitted to 
be used on South Australian roads or road-related areas. In 1941 the front mounted 45cc petrol engine motorised bicycle was created 
called velosolex (la bicyclette qui roule toute seule)- it was followed by years of unsafe mid mounted petrol engines fitted to bicycles. 
Most of us will be pleased to see these overpowered, unsafe, DIY contraptions removed from our safe cycling paths.  

ELECTRIC MOTORS of 200 WATTS or LESS: The existing law states that an “electric bicycle” motor must not be capable of generating 
more than 200Watts of ungoverned power. This law is not clear and is misleading, as all motors rated at 200W will be capable of 
exceeding that output during peak periods. The bicycle industry took it to mean that the stated output of the motor must not exceed 
200W. There is no criteria in the law to have pedal-assist devices fitted, you can set the bike up with a throttle, even cruise control.  
The throttle driven loophole on 200W bicycles creates a policing issue as it is difficult to separate the lawbreaking non-pedalling rogues riding on 1000W machines 
dangerously on safe cycling lanes (they don’t publicise they have more than 200W and should be a registered motorcycle, albeit a rider on any eBike not pedalling at 

speeds of >25kph should be easily policed).  

THE PEDALEC which must comply with AS/NZS 1927:1998  Sadly, you have to pay to read the regulations that govern if the bike you 
bought is legal and safe. The closest you get for free specifications is CPS - SP - Pedal Bicycle RIS - FINAL meantime let us use the precis 
provided by DPTI Cycling and the Law Updated 2017 (www.sa.gov.au).  

Australia a Pedalec is an electric power assisted bicycle equipped with one or more auxiliary propulsion motors. It allows a Max’ 
power of 250Watts, with a restriction allowing for power assistance only when the bicycle is travelling at less than 25km/h and the 
rider is pedalling. A throttle assist for walking the pedalec up to 4kph is permitted. 
Why is Australia so restrictive? Bicycle Industry Australia is talking with federal and state governments about reviewing the current regulations and recommended 
increasing the Max’ assisted speed to 32 kph and to move to 300 watts which will be helpful for the hills and bike packing. 

New Zealand rules are not the same as the highly restrictive Australia, Europe or the United Kingdom. So, what are the NZ facts?  
Low-powered vehicles | Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (nzta.govt.nz) 
1. In New Zealand there is no speed limit other than the limit posted on the road, most places you can ride are considered roads. 
2. In New Zealand ‘Cycle’ means: 

(a) a vehicle that has at least two wheels and that is designed primarily to be propelled by the muscular energy of the rider; and 
(b) includes a power-assisted cycle. Power-assisted cycle means a cycle to which is attached one or more auxiliary propulsion 
motors that have a combined Max’ power output not exceeding 300W.  

NZ have taken a pragmatic approach if you can ride your bike to the posted speed limit “go to it”, if you exceed the road speed limit it you will be penalised. Why create 
a special category for a power assisted cycle versus a fully human powered bike. The safety factor is common to both. 300W assists hills and heavy loaded bikes. 

United States There are three classes of eBike: Electric Bike & Speed e-Bike Rules / Regulations in the US – Easy E-biking 
Class 1: Pedal-Assist, 32kph up to 750W and all road rules apply 
Class 2: Throttle on Demand, 32kph up to 750W and all road rules apply 
Class 3: Speed Pedal-Assist, 45kph up to 1000W private roads only 

USA have increased the power but limited speed to 20mph (32kph). In the land where big is best (hummer, Ram etc) it isn’t surprising 750W is permitted. The practicality 
of limiting to power support to 32kph makes more sense than 25kph. Human powered only road bicycles do frequently cruise at 20mph (32kph)  

What are the physical requirements? In all Countries (lights differ in Germany) 

• Effective Brakes – recommend Hydraulic Disc Brakes on heavier eBikes. 

• Warning Device – place in easy reach, please use it (those earbuds might be tuned to pianissimo of Verdi's Nabucco, Va, pensiero) just kidding 😊 

• Lights and reflectors – white front 200m visible, red rear 50m visible. Turn them on, recharge regularly. (2 taillights preferable)  

• Bike in good condition - axles tightly clamped; wheels true; Tyres inflated, and good tread; handlebars, stem, seat and seat post 
tightly clamped; pedals locked into cranks rotating smoothly; Chain or belt aligned smoothly moving and lubricated when needed.  

 
 

http://www.tribology-abc.com/calculators/cycling.htm
https://www.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/23438/DPTI-Cycling-and-the-Law-Booklet.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V%C3%A9loSoleX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrEU_AdvZMc
https://www.saiglobal.com/PDFTemp/Previews/OSH/As/as1000/1900/1927.PDF
https://consultation.accc.gov.au/product-safety/pedalbicycles/supporting_documents/CPS%20%20SP%20%20Pedal%20Bicycle%20RIS%20%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/23438/DPTI-Cycling-and-the-Law-Booklet.pdf
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/vehicles/vehicle-types/low-powered-vehicles/
https://easyebiking.com/electric-bike-speed-e-bike-rules-regulations-in-the-us/#:~:text=Class%20I%20e-Bikes%2C%20which%20are%20also%20known%20as,anywhere%20else%20that%20a%20traditional%20bicycle%20is%20allowed.
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Safety tips for cyclists (from the Government)(Our Recommendations)(Erics comments)  

• Obey the road rules. Bicycles are classified as vehicles and therefore bicycle riders have the same responsibilities, and 
must obey the same road rules, as motor vehicle drivers 
Do not ride through Red lights, Stop signs or Give way signs. You can lose your driver’s license by demerit points for cycling traffic offences. 

• Keep to the left and ride at least one metre clear of the kerb and parked cars. 
Excellent advice, but here is the conundrum; you cycle 1m out from a kerb extension of 2.4m (or parked car) your bike is 0.8m wide the bus or truck is 2.5m wide and 
required to pass you with 1m clearance, a good width carriageway road is 3.6m to 4.6 m wide. 1m+0.8m+1m+2.5m = 5.3m. Therefore, a bus or truck passing you is 
either a metre over the centreline risking a head-on or passing you illegally or knocking you off your bike. 
We need more dedicated (not timed) cycle lanes. Less Kerb extensions and less free on-road car parking supplied by your taxes. We cyclists are weaving 1m from the kerb 
then around a parked car 3.4m from the kerb not surprisingly cyclists are more vulnerable - as are pedestrians crossing between parked cars. Motor vehicle drivers and 
bicycle riders’ ability to observe oncoming traffic at intersections is inhibited by parked cars when turning left or right, placing all road users at greater risk by parked 
vehicles. Address the freeloading parallel parking, please.         

• Look for people opening car doors in front of you. 
Add to that beware of cars turning right at driveways, and intersections. Have eyes in the back-of-your-head for left turning vehicles from behind. 
Interesting that Government recognise and warn of the high risk that removing the parked cars and permanent cycle lanes would eliminate.  

• Be seen, during the day wear bright coloured clothing, 
Black and dark colours recede, and light colours advance. If you are not seen you are not safe so, wear bright clothing. 
Wear a bright helmet; two fingers between your eyebrows and the helmet, one finger between chin and strap, strap V just under your ears. 

• At night wear light-coloured clothing and use a white front light and red rear light. 
Go one better, turn those steady flashing lights on every ride day or night. At night your headlight needs at minimum 300Lumens better 600Lumens. 
Please avoid using strobe it distracts rather than alerts other road users. Do not use a helmet mounted light on Roads what you look at will be temporally blinded.    

• Look for other vehicles at intersections - never assume a driver has seen you. 
Don’t ever block both ears with ear buds playing music or conversing, it is your primary defence from that vehicle coming from behind then passing 
and turning left into driveways, intersections, or a vacant car park. The driver may assume you are riding much slower will pass, then turn left into you.  

• Ride predictably in a straight line and signal your intention to turn or change lanes. 
Signal with full arm extension when turning, changing lanes, and when stopping 
• Riding two abreast is legal. 
That generalisation can get you fined. If you are riding on a road with an operational bicycle lane, you must ride in the bicycle lane. 
You may move out of the bicycle lane to avoid debris, potholes, or to safely overtake another bicycle rider.  
You must only ride in the correct direction in the bicycle lane. No part of your bicycle may extend outside the operating marked lane. 
Please, do observe the day and time of operation of the lane – if the lane is inoperative, you may ride two abreast. The cycle lane being timed assumes 
that a motorist has a right to a free parallel park. The Local Council wrongly presume no cyclist rides on weekends and cyclists don’t commute to work on 
Saturday or Sunday (shops are open – police, nurses, doctors all on duty), plus Councils presume school cyclists don’t need safe cycle lanes operating from 3pm. 

• Cyclists of all ages are allowed to ride on footpaths 
Don’t abuse the privilege, our recommendation is only ride on the footpath when it is unsafe to ride on the road.  
The hazards of driveways, unkept overgrowth, rough surfaces, kerb jumping, footpaths suddenly ending or dug up by contractors months ago, and pedestrians with loud 
earbud music, make footpaths less safe.   

Cycling Resource Centre - Design: Bicycle Lanes + Paths and This is why bike lanes are working (smh.com.au) a useful read if you have the time 

 
Electric personal transporters: parked eScooters are cluttering and ridden erratically so let us look at the rules or lack thereof. 

The law about sustainable vehicles electric personal transporter EPTs. (eScooter, eSkateboards, Segways, eMonoboards, eHoverboards) 
Road Traffic (Miscellaneous) Regulations 2014 (legislation.sa.gov.au) 
Road Traffic (Miscellaneous) Regulations 2014—24.9.2020 Part 7—Miscellaneous 4 
Published under the Legislation Revision and Publication Act 2002  
64A— Electric personal transporters  
(1) An electric personal transporter or the driver, owner, operator or manufacturer of an 
electric personal transporter (as the case requires) is exempt from—  

(a) section 45 of the Act(careless driving); and  
(b) the provisions of Parts 3A (vehicle identification), 4 (Divisions 1 to 4, inclusive) 

and 4A of the Act (vehicle inspection certification); and  
(c) regulation 54 of these regulations, insofar as those provisions are applicable to such a 

vehicle or person.   
 
 
 
 
 

(2) In this regulation— electric personal transporter means a vehicle that—  
(a) has 1 or more wheels; and  
(b) is propelled by 1 or more electric motors; and  
(c) is designed for use by a single person only; and  
(d) has an effective stopping system controlled by using brakes, gears or motor 

control; and  
(e) is not more than—  

(i) 1250mm in length, 700mm in width and 1350mm in height; or  
(ii) 700mm in length, 1250mm in width and 1350mm in height; and  

(f) weighs 60 kilograms or less when the vehicle is not carrying a person or other 
load; and  

(g) has no sharp protrusions; and  
(h) is not—  

(i) a bicycle; or  
(ii) a motorised wheelchair 

Road Traffic (Road Rules—Ancillary and MiscellaneousProvisions) (Electric Personal Transporters) VariationRegulations 2019 (legislation.sa.gov.au) selected clauses: 

Road Traffic (Road Rules—Ancillary and Miscellaneous Provisions) (Electric Personal 
Transporters) Variation Regulations 2019 Part 2—Variation of Road Traffic (Road Rules—
Ancillary and Miscellaneous Provisions) 2014 
4—electric personal transporter has the same meaning as in the Regulations 2014; 64A (2) 
5—Operator of electric personal transporter to provide instruction, support  

(1) The operator of an electric personal transporter must not cause or permit a person 
to ride the transporter unless the operator—  

(a) has first taken reasonable steps to provide the person with adequate instruction 
as to—  

(i) the safe use of the transporter; and  
(ii) the requirements of the Rules and these regulations as to riding or being 
carried on the transporter; and  
(iii) the area in which the transporter may be used; and  

(b) supervises the use of the transporter by the person to the extent that such 
supervision is reasonably required. Max’ penalty: $2,500.  

(2) Subject to regulation 30B, the operator of an electric personal transporter must not 
cause or permit—  

(a) a person under the age of 12 years; or  
(b) a person who is not wearing a safety helmet that complies with this regulation 
and is properly adjusted and securely fastened, to ride or be carried on the 
transporter. Max’ penalty: $2,500. 

 (3) If an electric personal transporter is involved in a crash in which a person is killed or 
injured and the operator of the transporter (not being the rider of the transporter) is 
present at the scene of the crash, the operator—  

(a) must give all possible assistance; and  
(b) not more than 90 minutes after the crash must report to a police officer at the scene 

or at a police station for the purpose of providing particulars of the crash. Max’ 
penalty: $2,500.  

(4) It is a defence to a charge of an offence against sub regulation (3) to prove that—  
(a) the defendant was unaware that the crash had occurred and that the defendant's 

lack of awareness was reasonable in the circumstances; or  
(b) in relation only to a failure to comply with subregulation (3)(a), the defendant—  

Definition of Electric personal Transporter (EPT). 
Note: excludes bicycle and motorized wheelchair 

 

 

https://www.sa.gov.au/topics/driving-and-transport/cycling/cyclist-road-rules-and-safety
https://www.cyclingresourcecentre.org.au/page/bicyce_lanes_paths
https://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/this-is-why-bike-lanes-are-working-20140528-394nq.html#:~:text=They%20are%20for%20rush%20hour%3A%20Transport%20systems%20are,who%20rode%20on%20them%20are%20already%20at%20work.
https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/__legislation/lz/c/r/road%20traffic%20(miscellaneous)%20regulations%202014/current/2014.206.auth.pdf
https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/__legislation/lz/c/r/road%20traffic%20(miscellaneous)%20regulations%202014/current/2014.206.auth.pdf
https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/__legislation/lz/c/a/road%20traffic%20act%201961/current/1961.50.auth.pdf
https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/__legislation/lz/v/r/2019/road%20traffic%20(road%20rules%20-%20ancillary%20and%20miscellaneous%20provisions)%20(electric%20personal%20transporters)%20variation%20regulations%202019_14/2019.14.un.pdf
https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/__legislation/lz/v/r/2019/road%20traffic%20(road%20rules%20-%20ancillary%20and%20miscellaneous%20provisions)%20(electric%20personal%20transporters)%20variation%20regulations%202019_14/2019.14.un.pdf
https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/__legislation/lz/c/r/road%20traffic%20(miscellaneous)%20regulations%202014/current/2014.206.auth.pdf
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(i) genuinely believed on reasonable grounds that compliance with subregulation 
(3)(a) would endanger the physical safety of the defendant or another person; 
and  

(ii) at the earliest opportunity notified police, ambulance or some other authority 
responsible for providing emergency services of the crash; or  

 
(c) in relation only to a failure to comply with subregulation (3)(b), the defendant—  

(i) had a reasonable excuse for the failure to comply; and  
(ii) reported to a police officer as soon as possible after the crash.  

(5) A safety helmet complies with this regulation if it is a helmet approved for motor bike 
riders or bicycle riders under regulation 51 of the Road Traffic (Miscellaneous) 
Regulations 2014.  

30A—Additional rules for persons travelling on wheeled recreational devices that are electric 
personal transporters  

(1) This regulation applies despite anything in the Rules (provided that a provision of the 
Rules applicable to the use of a wheeled recreational device continues to so apply 
except to the extent of any inconsistency with this regulation).  

Note— For examples of rules applicable to the use of wheeled recreational devices, 
including electric personal transporters, see rules 239A to 244 inclusive.  

 (2) Subject to regulation 30B, a person must not ride, or be carried on, an electric personal 
transporter unless the person is wearing a safety helmet that complies with this 
regulation and is properly adjusted and securely fastened. Max’ penalty: $2,500.  

(3) A person must not ride an electric personal transporter at a speed greater than—  
(a) 15 kilometres per hour; or  
(b) if a lesser speed is required in the circumstances to allow the person to stop safely 

in order to avoid endangering any person—that speed. Max’ penalty: $2,500.  
(4) A person must not ride an electric personal transporter without due care or attention or 

without reasonable consideration for other persons. Max’ penalty: $2,500.  
(5) A person must not ride an electric personal transporter unless the person has proper 

control of the transporter. Max’ penalty: $2,500.  
(6) A person who rides an electric personal transporter must not cause or permit another 

person to ride or be carried on the transporter at the same time. Max’ penalty: $2,500 
(7) A person who has possession or control of an electric personal transporter must not 

cause or permit a person under the age of 12 years to ride or be carried on the 
transporter. Max’ penalty: $2,500.  

(8) A person must not ride an electric personal transporter within 2 metres of the rear of a 
moving motor vehicle continuously for more than 200 metres. Max penalty: $2,500.  

(9) A person must not, on a footpath or other road-related area, ride an electric personal 
transporter abreast of another wheeled recreational device or a vehicle or wheeled 
toy. Max’ penalty: $2,500.  

(10) A person who rides an electric personal transporter on a footpath or other road-related 
area must, if it is necessary to do so for the purpose of averting danger, give warning 
(by a warning device or other means) to pedestrians or other persons using the footpath 
or other road-related area. Max’ penalty: $2,500.  

(11) A person who rides an electric personal transporter on a children's crossing, marked 
foot crossing or pedestrian crossing on a road—  
(a) must keep to the left of the crossing unless it is impracticable to do so; and  

(b) must keep to the left of any oncoming bicycle rider or person riding an electric 
personal transporter; and  

(c) must give way to any pedestrian on the crossing; and  
(d) must not stay on the crossing for longer than necessary to cross the road safely. 

Max’ penalty: $2,500.  
(12) A person who rides an electric personal transporter is exempt from compliance with rule 

240(2)(b) (Wheeled recreational devices and toys not to be used on certain roads) and 
regulation 29(5) (Areas on which wheeled recreational devices and toys prohibited), but 
must not ride at night, or in hazardous weather conditions causing reduced visibility, 
unless the transporter, or the person riding the transporter, displays—  
(a) a flashing or steady white light that is clearly visible for at least 200 metres from the 

front of the transporter; and  
(b) a flashing or steady red light that is clearly visible for at least 200 metres from the 

rear of the transporter; and  
(c) a red reflector that is clearly visible for at least 50 metres from the rear of the 

transporter when light is projected onto it by a vehicle's headlight on low-beam. 
Max’ penalty: $2,500.  

(13) A person who rides an electric personal transporter is exempt from compliance with rule 
240(1) (Wheeled recreational devices and toys not to be used on certain roads) if—  
(a) there is an obstruction on a footpath, nature strip, bicycle path or shared path 

adjacent to a road (an adjacent area); and  
(b) because of the obstruction it is impracticable to travel on the adjacent area; and  
(c) the person who rides the transporter travels less than 50 metres along the road to 

avoid the obstruction. 
(14) A safety helmet complies with this regulation if it is a helmet approved for motor bike 

riders or bicycle riders under regulation 51 of the Road Traffic (Miscellaneous) 
Regulations 2014.  

30B—Use of helmets on electric personal transporters  
(1) A requirement under regulation 30(2) or 30A(2) that a person be wearing a safety helmet 

does not apply if that person—  
(a) is of the Sikh religion; and  
(b) is wearing a turban.  

(2) It is a defence to a charge of an offence against regulation 30(2) or 30A(2) for the 
defendant to prove that there were in the circumstances of the case special reasons 
justifying non-compliance with the requirements of the provision.  

66A—Wheeled recreational device  
Despite anything in the definition of wheeled recreational device in the dictionary at the end 

of the Rules, for the purposes of that definition and the Rules (apart from rule 287 
(Duties of a driver involved in a crash) and rule 300 (Use of mobile phones))—  
(a) an electric personal transporter is a wheeled recreational device; and  
(b) a reference in the Rules to "rollerblades, rollerskates or a similar wheeled 

recreational device" will be taken to include a reference to an electric personal 
transporter.  

Note— It is an offence to drive an electric personal transporter on a road without the 
approval of the Minister—see section 161A of the Act and regulation 48 of the 
Road Traffic (Miscellaneous) Regulations 2014. 
 

 

Surprise!  the approval of the Minister has not been given for Electric Personal Transporters (EPT) except for trial eScooter rentals. That means thousands of 
privately own eScooters, eSkateboards, eHoverboards, etc are only legal on private property. A bit like King Canute and the tide – he proved he had no power 
over the elements. The tidal wave of Electric Personal Transporters will prevail and the sooner we provide and share sensibly with them the better we all will be. Your 
editor supports 15kph EPT speed limit – that is not contradicting nor hypocritical to desire lifting pedalec assisted to 32kph while limiting EPTs to 15kph. The dynamic 
stability of tiny wheeled EPTs versus Bicycles is significantly different. Having tried to break a leg on an eSkateboard, plus many kms on an eScooter, and enjoyable 
journeys on Segways… handling EPTs above 15kph is much more dangerous and difficult than a safety bicycle. Albeit, large wheeled, full size Segways are the safest. 
There are some incredible feats done on EPTs and so are some incredible feats on Bicycles (Danny MacAskill) but the ability to sensibly, safely, control an EPT is not 
at boosted speeds higher than 15kph. A notable difference is that EPTs are throttle (wireless controlled) powered versus a pedalec’s human powered being assisted. 
 
The following are the rules devised by the Government and Councils to be obeyed when using trial rental eScooters. The rules conflict with legislation only with the age of 18 versus 12. 
These rules are often observed being abused regularly as highlighted. The only e-scooters allowed to be used in the trial areas are those operating subject to a business permit issued by 
the relevant local city council. It is noted that the trial seems mainly to focus on where the scooters are left after use i.e., they form dangerous obstruction on foot and shared paths.  
Riders on trial rental eScooters: 

1. Must be at least 18 years old  
2. Must wear an approved bike helmet that is securely fitted  
3. May ride on footpaths and shared paths unless otherwise prohibited 
4. May ride on a road only when crossing or to avoid an obstruction for up to 

50m. If road travel is required, riders: 
a. Must travel less than 50m along the road to avoid the 

obstruction. 
b. Must keep as far to the left as possible; and; 
c. Must obey any traffic signals 

5. Must NOT ride on a road: 
a. with a dividing line or median strip, or 
b. where the speed limit is greater than 50 km/h 
c. which is one-way with more than 1 marked lane 
d. if otherwise prohibited 

6. Must not ride in a bike lane or bus lane 

7. Must use a warning (e.g. bell, horn or verbal) to avert danger 
8. Must have proper control at all times and ride with due care and 

reasonable consideration for other persons 
9. Must use a flashing or steady white light at the front and a flashing red light 

and reflector at the back of the device when riding at night or in hazardous 
conditions 

10. Must not exceed 15km/h or a lesser speed if required in the circumstances 
to stop safely to avert danger 

11. Must not ride abreast. 
12. Must not carry passengers. 
13. Must not have a BAC (blood alcohol concentration) of 0.05 or more or the 

presence of THC (Cannabis), Methylamphetamine (Speed) or MDMA 
(Ecstasy) in their blood or oral saliva. 

14. Must not use a mobile phone whilst riding 
15. Must not carry scooters on public transport 

 
Australian Road Rules | South Australian Legislation now if you have time link here and read Rules 238 to 262  

https://biketoeverything.com/2019/01/04/electric-scooter-vs-electric-bicycle-thoughts-on-the-new-electric-scooter-share/#:~:text=Bicycles%20are%20inherently%20more%20stable%20than%20scooters.%20With,sure%20that%20you%20don%E2%80%99t%20fall%20into%20any%20potholes.
https://biketoeverything.com/2019/01/04/electric-scooter-vs-electric-bicycle-thoughts-on-the-new-electric-scooter-share/#:~:text=Bicycles%20are%20inherently%20more%20stable%20than%20scooters.%20With,sure%20that%20you%20don%E2%80%99t%20fall%20into%20any%20potholes.
https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/lz?path=%2FC%2FR%2FAustralian%20Road%20Rules
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MEMBER Contributions or Questions: 
Thanks to Ron: I now have more current statistics 
July Newsletter: “At the average 15,530km per annum a heavy vehicle currently pays $823 a light vehicle $412…” 

No big variation: The new Statistics (link above) show passenger vehicles average 11,100km per annum (Roy Morgan’s automotive data 
2013 was 15,530km) and now a higher average fuel consumption of 11.1 L/100km with approximately 50% classified as light and 50% 
heavy. Assume <8.0 L/100 is light then heavy is >14 L/100 the annual road user charges calculation: 8litres per 100km = 44.2 X 8 / 100 = 
3.536cents per kilometre x 11,100km $392PA and 14litres per 100km = 44.2 X 14 /100 = 6.188cents per kilometre x 11,100km $688PA. 
Those with lighter vehicles annual road user charges will be under $400 per annum. Vehicles consuming > 14 L/100 weighing >2000kg, 
needed to tow humungous loads, to bush bash regularly, to enjoy performance cars, to know they would win a collision with a Fiat 500 
or is the myth true that anatomy deficiency is placated by larger vehicle ownership      . Heavy motor vehicle annual road user charges 
can be over $700 per annum. All above presented to enlighten car owners what they already pay in fuel taxes to maintain our roads.  
 
Two members speculated - we cannot increase road user charges for trucks as that will add to the cost of essential goods.  
For larger trucks with a payload say 23,500 kg the fuel consumption can be up to 38 litres per 100km. Pre-budget, fuel excise was 
44.2¢ a litre, but truck drivers received a fuel tax credit of 17.8¢ a litre i.e., 26.4¢ a litre. What that means is a that a heavy truck 
running say 100,000km PA will pay fuel tax/road user charges of 26.4¢ X 38/100 = 10.032¢ X 100,000km $10032per annum. NSW 
registration multi-combination prime mover 4 or more axles $13,077 add to that the $10032 fuel levy i.e., $23109 PA for road 
maintenance. An Australian truck hauling 100,000 km a year pays registration and fuel road user charges of approx’ 23.1 cents per 
kilometre. In New Zealand a heavy six axle semitrailer pays about 54¢ Australian per kilometre in mass distance charges and AU$2050 
registration fee at the same 100,000 km a NZ truck pays AU$56,050 PA. Research shows that a B-Double can cause, per kilometre 
travelled, more than 2000 times the road wear and tear that a family car does yet they pay in Australia only 6.5 times the small family 
car. The family cars and your taxes are subsidising the trucking industry. Is it time Australia changed its current road user charges for 
trucks? The shortfall between the charges for heavy vehicles and the money spent on things like road system maintenance, 
construction costs, road crashes involving heavy trucks, emissions, pollution and urban road congestion amounts to a taxpayer 
subsidy for the industry of at least A$5 billion per annum. The ongoing subsidy for heavy long-distance trucks is the primary reason 
why there has been a steady drift from rail to road for interstate freight. By way of example, more than 15 million tonnes per annum 
of freight is now moved between Sydney and Melbourne, by more than 3,000 B-Doubles and semi-trailers each day and night. On this 
corridor, rail now moves only about 1% of inter-capital city freight in containers along with some steel and other bulk freight. This has 
decrease since the early 1990s, when rail had over 20% of Melbourne-Sydney freight and a century ago cargo was 90% on rail.  
 
Article inspired by Trevor:…Energy: No Wind or Sun? use sand:  
Finnish researchers have installed the world's first fully working "sand battery" which can 
store green power for months at a time. The developers say this could solve the problem 
of year-round supply, a major issue for green energy. Using low-grade sand, the device is 
charged up with heat made from cheap electricity from solar or wind. The sand stores the 
heat at around 500C, can then warm homes in winter when energy is more expensive. The 
key element in this device? Around 100 tonnes of builder's sand, piled high inside a dull 
grey silo. These rough and ready grains may well represent a simple, cost-effective way of 
storing power for when it's needed most. Because of climate change and now thanks to 
the rapidly rising price of fossil fuels, there's a surge of investment in new renewable 
energy production. But while new solar panels and wind turbines can be  
quickly added to national grids, these extra sources also present huge challenges. The toughest question is about intermittency - how 
do you keep the lights on when the sun doesn't shine and the wind doesn't blow? Adding more renewables to the electricity grid also 
means you need to boost other energy sources to balance the network, as too much or too little power can cause it to collapse. The 
most obvious answer to these problems is large scale batteries which can store and balance energy demands as the grid becomes 
greener. Right now, most batteries are made with lithium and are expensive with a large, physical footprint, and can only cope with a 
limited amount of excess power. But in the town of Kankaanpää, a team of young Finnish engineers have completed the first 
commercial installation of a battery made from sand that they believe can solve the storage problem in a low-cost, low impact way. 
"Whenever there's like this high surge of available green electricity, we want to be able to get it into the storage really quickly," said 
Markku Ylönen, one of the two founders of Polar Night Energy who have developed the product. The device has been installed in the 
Vatajankoski power plant which runs the district heating system for the area. Low-cost electricity warms the sand up to 500C by 
resistive heating (the same process that makes electric fires work). This generates hot air which is circulated in the sand by means of a 
heat exchanger. Sand is a very effective medium for storing heat and loses little over time. The developers say that their device could 
keep sand at 500C for several months. So, when energy prices are higher, the battery discharges the hot air which warms water for 
the district heating system which is then pumped around homes, offices, and factories.  
 
It is only hot water at this stage, but it has potential as does every one of the innovative battery solutions that are appearing.   
  

 

https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/industry/tourism-and-transport/survey-motor-vehicle-use-australia/latest-release#fuel-consumption
http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/australian-moterists-drive-average-15530km-201305090702#:~:text=But%20even%20they%20might%20be%20surprised%20at%20the,on%20what%20type%20of%20vehicle%20is%20being%20driven.
https://theconversation.com/trucks-are-destroying-our-roads-and-not-picking-up-the-repair-cost-79670#:~:text=In%20Australia%2C%20the%20same%20truck%20hauling%20100%2C000%20km,of%20all%20revenue%20to%20their%20land%20transport%20fund.
http://atrf.info/papers/2006/index.aspx
https://inlandrail.artc.com.au/#business-case-3
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-61996520
https://polarnightenergy.fi/about

